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Located in the historic wine-growing region of California’s Central Coast, Pacific 

Wine Services is dedicated to providing turnkey winemaking solutions for clients 

of all sizes. Since our establishment in 2006, we have made significant capital 

investments and recruited top industry professionals to develop a facility that has 

produced several 90-point-plus-rated wines.

 

Thanks to continued customer acquisition, Pacific Wine Services has been able to 

make significant capital investment in state-of-the-art equipment, as well as undertake 

three physical additions, enabling us to offer a complete assortment of viticulture 

technologies including custom crush, compliance, destemming, filtration, fermentation, 

barrel storage, and bottling. Beginning in the summer of 2017, Pacific Wine Services 

will break ground on its fourth facility, enabling operations to process more than 4,000 

tons of product.

Pacific Wine Services
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With a core philosophy equal parts industry 

and passion, Pacific Wine Services employs 

thirty full-time staff with combined industry 

experience of more than a century. These 

unique dynamics enable our firm to provide 

custom-tailored solutions for multinational 

enterprises while providing an intimate 

customer experience that is unparalleled 

in the wine industry. We invite you to visit 

our facilities in Paso Robles, California, and 

seek to create a supplier relationship that 

exceeds all expectations.
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Processing

Through the utilization of specialized 

equipment and highly trained staff, 

Pacific Wine Services enables customers 

to crush, destem, filter, and ferment 

their small-batch wines at the same level 

of quality as top-shelf producers.

Blending 

Thanks to our in-house laboratory and 

experienced staff winemaker, Pacific 

Wine Services allows customers to 

precisely “mix and match” their favorite 

pairings of wine to produce 90-plus-rated 

wines.

Barrel Storage 

With a 5,000-square-foot facility 

dedicated to barrel storage, Pacific Wine 

Services, offers customers an abundance 

of storage solutions.

Compliance

Government compliance can be one 

of the most difficult and complicated 

aspects of developing a successful wine 

brand. By utilizing Pacific Wine Services 

staff compliance officers, customers are 

able to navigate these challenges with 

ease.

Bottling 

Unlike most custom crush facilities, Pacific 

Wine Services offers customers a variety 

of bottling services, including bottle 

sourcing, printing, and on-site bottling. 

Specialized Services 

Considered equal parts art and science, 

the process of wine making requires a 

variety of specialized services, including 

crossflow filtration, VA reduction, taint 

removal, and Velcorin dosing. With the 

true goal of providing customers turn-key 

solutions, we have developed partnerships 

with experts who are able to provide these 

specialized solutions to our customers.

Services
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With a dedication to providing customers the latest in viticulture technologies, 

Pacific Wine Services recently finalized an equipment procurement that added 

several state-of-the-art machines, including the following:  

1.  15 Ton/Hour Destemmer

2. (5) 7-Ton Jacketed Open-Top Fermenters

3. Forklift-Elevated Punch Down Device

4. (2) 4,500 Jacketed Static Tanks

5. Hopper and Grape Elevator 

With these new additions, our facility has expanded capacity by 50 percent, ensuring 

availability for crush customers in the greater San Luis Obispo region. In addition to this 

new machinery, PWS clients can continue to utilize the following technologies: 

1. Vaucher Beguet Cluster Sorting Table

2. Armbruster Rotovib Destemmer

3. Vaucher Beguet Mistral Automatic Berry Sorting System

4. 6, 15 and 22 Ton Static Fermenters

5. FOSS Wine Analyzer

To learn more about our recent expansion, 

current equipment, or availability,  

please contact our head wine-maker.

Pacific Wine Services – Renovations

(805) 610-3651 

creed@pacificwineservices.com

Craig Reed



Testimonials

 Chris Hoskins | Owner  Josh Frisby | Owner

“From grape to vine, Pacific 
Wine was an indispensable 
partner in the development 
of our vintage. Their ability 
to guide first-time clients 
through the complicated and 
often contradictory art of wine 
making is second to none. ”

“One of the best parts about 
working with Pacific Wine 
Services was their ability to 
maintain a  solutions-oriented 
mindset. After working in the 
wine industry for decades, this 
level of customer service is 
unprecedented.”

Silver Hawk Vineyards Frisby Cellars
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President Operations Manager Head Winemaker

Brent Gess Jessica Banta Craig Reed
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Meet The Team



Let’s Talk
Address

2550 Dry Creek Road 

Paso Robles, California 93446

Email

creed@pacificwineservices.com

Telephone

(805) 226-0640


